
ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE AND TESCO MARKET STRATEGY

In this assessment I would be trying to analyze Tesco business strategies in accordance to their market entry, PESTEL
analysis, value chain.

Its UK success has been built on low prices, cultivating customer loyalty, offering a range of different store
concepts and expanding into retailing services, such as banking and insurance. To build up check-out
satisfaction they use self check-out tills. Stakeholders are the most important and significant part of any
company. They attempt to attract the clients interest the moment they and also to point-of-sale PoS as it's a
very cost effective way to promote own-brand products at a minor cost. That is very simplified how Tescos
operation works, of course there are things to be done before they sell it, like packaging, machining, testing of
products, assembling, till operations and store operations. In addition, Tescos ability to match products to
customer needs from sophisticated scanning and loyalty sche mes has become a strong opportunity and
strength in their marketing strategy. From until today, Tesco has confirmed they have consumer interests in
mind and a long with the quest for larger economies of level is probably the primary reason why they are
really and will still be so successful in comparison to their competitors. On the contrary, they are just letting
Tesco grow and grow. Tescos ImpactTesco employs over  Tesco certainly is a company which has the power
and knowledge to change when difficulties occur. Bargaining Power of Buyers:The bargaining power of
buyers is high as the customers could easily switch from one product to another as there is not much difference
in the prices of the product. Tesco also offers a huge legal section where they concentrate on the treating new
suppliers. Star:Stars also have huge market cover but they also have a growing industry i. Technological
Factor:With the development of technology, Tesco also brought in some significant changes like online
shopping and self-service check out points. Investment and joint ventures decreased of the company, last year
the company recognized a joint venture in India with Tata group to support a retail store under the brand name
STAR-BAZAR, this was one of Tescos entry strategy to method to flag ship the Indian market. The material
of this is www. The Figure 2 below illustrates a typical organizational structure within Metro, Superstore and
Extra formats. Nevertheless during an unstable economic climate such as the ongoing recession, own brand
goods are less susceptible to the fluctuations of inexpensive factors such as currency rates and inflation
Customers: Tesco's USP could it be knowledge about their customers. But Tesco had gauged the popular
mood: after years of recession, shoppers were looking for bargains, and sales soared. There is no investment
required for these instead they generate money which could be used for other units Erickson et al, 


